MVDC Climate Strategy Actions – Recommendation

v0; dated 29th June 2020

Suggestions for tangible actions of high impact offered by Dorking Climate Emergency (DCE). Generally applicable for any District/Borough Council.

1st PRIORITY – Using District Council powers and communications to influence and drive carbon reduction in the community
Category

Action (What?)

Travel

Communications campaign and
engagement to encourage
businesses and community to work
from home more

(ref. 01)

Consumption Communication campaign and
(ref. 02)

engagement to encourage business
and community to purchase local
products and services

Housing (new

Use planning policy to stop new
development connecting to gas
network and >19% better TER than
Building Regulation**. Potentially
only guidance initially (but
messaging to developers and
architects is important; and will
have impact)
Collate AQ readings at key traffic
intensive locations throughout the
area. Display the peak & average
readings with respect to WHO limits

& modified)
(ref. 03)

Air Quality
(AQ)
monitoring

Carbon
impact
High

Cost

Why? (and other benefits)

Low

High

Low

High

Very
Low

Travel is largest direct carbon emission.
Reduced commuting and business travel
will save employers and employees
cash. Save significant carbon. Reduce air
quality (AQ) health issues. Comms
technology is now of age to enable
productive home working.
Consumption is the largest carbon
emission of all. Keep the money within
the local economy. Goods & food miles
is a major issue. Grow local
employment.
Housing is the 2nd highest direct carbon
emission. Must avoid making the
problem worst. Better homes cost less
to run and cost less on a whole life
perspective.

Enabler

Med

People don’t easily relate to carbon but
they do to air quality (AQ) and resultant
health risks. Use AQ as proxy for
Carbon. Use Breeze-App or similar to

When?

Expansion & rapid
acceleration
2020 and Use business rate
ongoing
incentives to drive
campaign behaviour. Use
other council
powers to influence
travel behaviour.
2021 and Council led
ongoing
incentives. Use
campaign community group
energies
2020

Ratchet guidance to
mandatory. Ratchet
up %better than
Building
Regulations. Apply
to extensions also.

2020

Add area specific
AQ monitoring
stations at key
tragic hotspots.
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Category

Action (What?)

(ref. 04)

at all public building where people
visit (Cinema, Leisure centrals,
libraries, etc)

Require all new contractors/
Council
Procurement suppliers to be heading for net zero
(ref. 05)

2030 (they must evidence their
actions to council). Publicise to
existing supply chain so they can
start their actions now.

Retrofit

Start a retrofit programme with
grants to encourage those
refurbishing, modernizing,
expanding their property to do in
the way that reduces its energy
demand. Also and especially a fund
for those in fuel poverty.

(ref. 06)

Taxi licensing Renew licenses only for vehicles
(ref. 07)

that are 100% EV or PHEV.

Share

Share and publicise the actions to
other councils and commercial
organisations.

(ref. 08)

Carbon
impact

Cost

Why? (and other benefits)

When?

Med

Very
Low

visualise AQ throughout the area. A
District/Borough council has
responsibilities for AQ monitoring.
Don’t rely upon mobile occasional
measurements, assuming they are low.
Overall government is biggest purchaser
in UK. Use power of procurement to
change behaviours. Lead by example.
Remember carbon & waste efficient
business are in themselves efficient
organisations and will save the council
money.

Expansion & rapid
acceleration
Focus on NOx and
PM10 and PM2.5

By end of
2020

High

High

Inefficient houses are a large carbon
impact. In Surrey households are paying
> £0.75billion each year in energy
(mainly to overseas fossil fuel
companies). In the medium term aim to
keep some of this money in the local
economy.

Start
small
2021;
then
build
scale

Only select supply
chain partners who
commit to net zero
2030 in a
meaningful way.
Use contract
clauses. Require
evidence.
Find innovative
financing models
(such as Salix saving
recycle funds, etc)

Low

Very
Low

Council has power over taxi licensing.
Require to be advertised as green.
Powerful messaging to community.

By end
2022

Communicate
intent to green
transport

High

Very
Low

Lead on greening MV. Gain a multiplier
effect (Public/private leverage)

Early
2021
(when
actions

Collaborate with
other councils and
drive an effect upto
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Category

Action (What?)

Carbon
impact

Cost

Why? (and other benefits)

When?
starts
moving)

Waste
(ref.09)

Blockers
(ref.09A)

Make recycling easy for people &
businesses to do; and well
communicated

Make clear to the community what
are the blockers; how are the
councils hands tied by central
government

Expansion & rapid
acceleration
County Council and
central government

Medium
(as goods
are a key
consmpt
emission)

Low

If it is easy, more people will do it.
Focus on the fact the two thirds of
waste is commercial waste. Although
councils have no direct responsibilities
for commercial waste, use indirect
council powers to drive behaviour.

2021

Lobby County
Council to provide a
Material &
Biological
Treatment &
Recycling Facility.

Enabler

Very
Low

To enable the community to lobby and
to work with LGA, Green Buildings
Association, Architects and Building
companies to understand ways through
the blockers.
ie. Proactively tackle the blockers and
barriers instead of waiting for others.

By Sept
2020

Grass roots
organisations can
lobby for
localization of
powers to drive
climate risk
measures.

See Surrey Climate Commission carbon impact infographic to understand scale of emissions per sector. See last page.
This document is a starter only, for debate and brainstorming to make better and through engagement building non-political cross party
consensus. It is about focused upon making ACTION happen for the benefit of the next generation. We can not afford to accept Inaction.
**: Many UK councils have already moved to 19% better than Building Regulations (BR). Central government has given guidance that local
authorities can set planning policy higher than Building regulation standards. Reading council and others are aiming for 35% better than TER.
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2nd PRIORITY – Lead by example and green the council estate and operations (although small impact it
drives a key message)
Category

Action (What?)

Solar PV
on
Buildings

Fit solar PV to appropriate roofs on all
public buildings; size them so that most
of the electricity is used onsite

Carbon
impact
LowMedium

(ref. 10)

Energy
Efficient &
Use time
(ref. 11)

Switching
Supplier
(ref. 12)

Undertake energy audits and action
recommendations. Review what % of
energy is ‘Always On’ and seek to
reduce that. Increase insulation levels.
Change the energy supplier to 100%
green energy supplier and a % of green
gas. (Must be a supplier that has real
power purchase agreements with green
energy generators; not suppliers who
just buy REGO certificates on the
wholesale market)

Medium

Low *

Cost

Why? (and other benefits)

High
***

Councils typically pay 14p/kWh(+) for
grid electricity. The levelized cost for
medium scale solar PV is now around
6 to 7p/kWh. So in the medium term
this saves councils money.
Good for the finances and good for
the planet.
Medium Usually energy efficiency measures
have rapid payback times. Some of
the lowest cost actions. Saves carbon
and importantly saves money.
Low

Doesn’t usually count in carbon
accounting methodologies. But
conveys a key message and drives the
renewable energy market in a
positive direction. Can often save
money.

When?
2020 and
ongoing
campaign

Expansion & rapid
acceleration
Communicate this
action to the
community and
encourage to do
the same.

2021
ongoing

Communicate this
action with local
businesses and
encourage to do the
same

By Nov
2020

Communicate this
action to the
community and
encourage to do
the same.

***: High upfront cost but a payback within around 8year then minimal cost electricity.
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Nil cost

Plot of each Action showing Carbon impact (size) potential versus Ease to Action versus Cost to Action
(use this framework to judge the cost, ease, readiness and carbon impact of actions)

01

03
Planning

02

Cost to Action

09

Consumption

Waste

06

(11) Efficient
and ‘Always
On’ electricity

Expensive

Housing
retrofit

04
AQ
Monitoring
(Enabler)

Work
from
home

05

(07)
Taxi

Council
procurement
08
Share actions
(Enabler)
(12) Switch
to green
energy

(10) SolarPV
on public
buildings
Easy

Difficult

Ease to Action
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Surrey’s carbon footprint by sector (to inform action planning and prioritisation)
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